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Introduction
•  Neurofibromatosis type 2
(NF2) incidence – 1/33,000
[1]
•  90% develop bilateral vest-
ibular schwannomas (VS) with
progressive hearing loss [2]
•  Auditory brainstem
implants (ABIs) improve their
hearing by stimulating
proximal to the damaged
vestibulocochlear nerve [3]
•  The are small cohorts with
variability in outcomes
reported
•  We reanalyze available
individual patient data to
describe ABIs impact in NF2

Methods

Fig 1. PRISMA diagram

•  Abstracted data included
hearing ability with different
complexities of sound (sounds
to speech) and with different
aids (ABI +/- lip reading(LR))
plus demographics
(age/gender)
•  Random effect multi-level
mixed linear modelling was
used separately for each
study due to methodology
differences to analyze how
hearing changes over time
and interactions between

Results

Table 1. Included studies

Kuchta et al. study [3]

•  Comprehension improved over
time (p<0.001)
•  Comprehension improved with
ABI or ABI+LR but not lip reading
alone
•  ABI+LR comprehension > ABI
or LR (p<0.001)
•  Vowel comprehension >
consonant

Matthies et al. study [4]

•  Comprehension improved over
time (p<0.001)
•  ABI+LR comprehension > ABI
alone (p<0.001)
•  Word comprehension >
sentence
•  Age and gender did not affect
comprehension

Lenarz et al. study [5]

Fig 4. Lenarz study hearing

comprehension

Table 4. Lenarz study hearing

comprehension

•  Comprehension improved over
time (p<0.001)
•  Comprehension improved with
ABI plus lip reading but not lip
reading alone
•  ABI + lip reading
comprehension > ABI alone
(p<0.001)

Conclusions
•  ABI use in NF2 improves
hearing beyond a lip reading
alone and these continue over
time from ABI, suggesting
they can improve hearing
beyond patient function
without ABI
•  Improvements occur with
all complexities of sound, but
vowels are better
comprehended than
consonants and word better
than sentences, likely related
to sound complexity
•  Comprehension rates were
over 50% overall after one
year of ABI use, with some
sound subgroups having over
75 or near 100%
comprehension
•  Speech comprehension was
15 words per minute with lip
reading alone but improved to
30 words per minute with ABI
after 18 months
•  Age and gender do not
significantly affect hearing

Impact & Future Directions
•  This knowledge will aid in
resource allocation for ABI,
including rehabilitation
programs
•  This data may inform
patient counseling and
discussion about treatment
options
•  Further work is required to
standardize hearing outcomes,
further elucidate patient
impact, identify prognostic
factors, and determine cost-
effectiveness
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